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Introduc<on 
In the evolu2on of Internet-based technologies, Web 2.0 introduced popular decentralized 
services that accelerated interac2vity between websites and users. Looking to capitalize on this 
innova2on, businesses rushed to launch applica2ons to the market. However, both the Web 2.0 
architecture and dependent businesses failed to incorporate key security principles into the 
design and implementa2on of these services, resul2ng in cri2cal vulnerabili2es. These 
vulnerabili2es are now being exploited ruthlessly by sophis2cated cyberaFacks, ransomware 
incidents, and deep fakes that are causing tremendous financial and reputa2onal losses.   
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The Mul<verse Vision 
The Mul2verse introduces true peer-to-peer communica2on among all individual and corporate 
par2cipants with drama2c up2cks in the number of new applica2on launches and the quan2ty 
and value of data being exchanged. These empowering technologies merge the boundaries 
between individuals and corpora2ons, physical and digital interfaces, and personal and business 
environments. 
Consequently, we are witnessing increasing launches of appealing, powerful applica2ons in the 
Mul2verse at a much higher pace than what occurred during Web 2.0. 
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Introduc<on of Newer Data Sources and Computa<on 
The Mul2verse will contain data from both tradi2onal and synthe2c sources.  Tradi2onal data 
sources include cameras, microphones, human data entry, as well as IoT devices like sensors, 
drones and temperature sensors. 
Synthe2c data sources include GPU Capture and Neural Radiance.  GPU Capture involves the 
genera2on of video using GPUs only, with no real-world video needed.  Neural Radiance is a fully-
connected neural network that can generate novel views of complex 3D scenes based on a par2al 
set of 2D images. 

The ability to merge real-world data and synthe2c data can lead to innova2ve applica2ons like 
the visualiza2on of a surgical procedure by a robot, impact of nuclear ac2vity in a reactor under 
stress, and the ability to react to earthquakes in large buildings. We will no longer be limited by 
data from observable and measurable parameters but rather we can augment them with 
synthe2c data for more powerful visualiza2ons. 

The Mul<verse Conundrum 
With its decentralized architecture, the Mul2verse has the poten2al to unleash immense 
crea2vity and poten2al from peer en22es dis2nct from large, concentrated organiza2ons. 
However, that architecture also leads to a drama2c increase in the size of aFack surfaces and in 
the vulnerability of all par2cipants. A failure to address fundamental aspects of security in the 
design and architecture of the Mul2verse will result in a repeat of past implementa2on mistakes, 
but with far greater and more dangerous ramifica2ons for all par2cipants. The accelera2ng 
migra2on of cri2cal financial, personal, and health data into the Mul2verse presents ever-richer 
targets for hackers and cyber aFackers.  

Security Challenges 
As cybersecurity standards do not exist yet in the Mul2verse, organiza2ons are pursuing 
independent paths using emerging web technologies. This resul2ng patchwork of cyber versions 
will likely exacerbate infrastructure vulnerability. CyberaFackers will exploit one weak node to 
infiltrate the connected network. 

The Mul2verse, by defini2on, will be decentralized. No single perimeter or standard will ensure 
overall infrastructure security. Current implementa2ons have demonstrated the challenges of 
collabora2ng in a secure and trusted fashion already. 

We cannot trust any video, service, data, person, or digital experience using Web 2.0 
technologies for the Mul<verse. 
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The Healthcare Use Case 
In healthcare, we are already headed in the direc2on of remote pa2ent care, remote diagnos2cs, 
remote elder care, and remote monitoring. Moreover, we are on the cusp of remote surgery, 
radia2on, and remote, cri2cal  procedures. 

If we can’t even keep EMR safe, how can we even think of performing surgery remotely using 
Web 2.0 security? 

Construc1on Use Cases 
Construc2on has deployed remote monitoring for earthquakes, leaks, flooding, cracks, and 
weaknesses in structures.   Building Automa2on and Robo2cs are also making inroads into 
construc2on and management. 

Moreover, worker safety and automated triggering of compliance checks and training programs 
are increasingly common.  

Construc2on events can be used to trigger smart contracts based on permits, inspec2ons and 
project management. .  

Any cybersecurity aFack on construc<on, building automa<on, safety  can lead to fraud, and/or 
safety issues. 

The Goals of Mul<verse Security 
The solu2on begins with incorpora2ng comprehensive con2nuous security and privacy in the 
design and architecture of the Mul2verse and introducing protocols to establish secure, private 
and verifiable forms of transferring and storing data. Regulators have recognized the cri2cality of 
protec2ng privacy and have brought to bear the GDPR, CCPA, NIST-CSF, and HIPAA in respec2ve 
industries  

Fundamental principles of security must apply across the en1re infrastructure. 

The Logical Proposal 
TalaSecure (TS) proposes incorpora2ng fundamental principles of security and privacy into the 
architecture and protocols of the Mul2verse. As data is a central and cri2cal component of the 
Mul2verse, TS will infuse security into the design and protocols of the containers of data being 
stored and transferred. These secure containers will become intelligent, ever-vigilant vehicles and 
shields of data. 

These fundamental principles will address the security and privacy of individual and 
organiza2onal users and the data that they transfer and store. TS will introduce the core strategic 
principle of Zero Trust, where every digital transac2on, data processor, data, video, perimeter, 
and asset is constantly verified in a secure, verifiable manner without being burdensome. TS will 
incorporate the main pillars of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework in the protocol and 
architecture – Iden2fy, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover.  
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Privacy will be core to the containers’ proper2es in balancing the burden on content creators 
against deterring aFackers and intruders.  

So far, no comprehensive designs have addressed the security of video transmissions. TS will 
implement security and privacy principles for video containers in the Mul2verse. The key 
principles are as follows: 

● Trusted Origin 
● Preserva2on during Muta2on 
● Respect for Privacy 
● Data Reten2on 
● Extensibility and Reusability 
● Enhancement 
● Emergent Security 
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Detailed Secure Mul<verse Architecture 
We need to reduce the abstract ideas of a secure mul2verse down to actual devices, secure 
networks, secure protocols, and distributed ledgers.  We show how external sensors, automo2ve 
cars, and construc2on equipment interact with the mul2verse.  We also show how these basic 
devices and sensors help different industry segments. 

 

The Decentraliza<on and Co-Existence Aspects of Mul<verse(s) 

Performance, privacy, security, and legal reasons may lead us to create dis2nct implementa2ons 
of mul2verses.  Moreover, we see different ver2cals like Agriculture, Construc2on, Medical, 
Engineering, and others evolving with similar needs that are implemented in dis2nct ways These 
market-specific mul2verses may want to remain decoupled but would s2ll need to communicate 
with each other 
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Healthcare and Agriculture Use Cases 

 

In the healthcare use case, for example, the Secure Mul2verse handles Security, Regulatory, 
Privacy along with high performance requirements.  The architecture prevents unveFed iden22es 
from joining and disrup2ng the system, impac2ng pa2ent safety, privacy, and financial loss. 

Mul<verse Enhanced Video Experience 
The Mul2verse will provide an enhanced, rich visual interface as part of a total immersion 
experience, including the following: 

1. Using mul2ple cameras and metadata, including lens, camera, posi2on, and angle data, to 
help create 3-D holograms or VR displays 

2. Inser2ng avatars that interact with each other as official representa2ons of real or made-
up personas 

3. Unlocking special features (like 3-d, avatars) upon payment 
4. Enabling payments to par2es 
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Special Challenges for Mul<verse Video Security 

1. Trust and security are not emergent proper2es of current systems; security must bolt on 
at every level, and mistakes will enable fraud 

2. Deep fakes can be introduced easily; content cannot be traced back to the source 
3. Currency and barter trades can defraud par2cipants 
4. Social engineering aFacks can be easily engineered 
5. Contents, characters, avatars, and iden22es can be pirated 
6. Privacy disappears 

The Building Blocks: Containers, Metadata, Ronin X IRP, and Blockchain 
TalaSecure uses the following to achieve its goals: 

1. IRP: a high-performance, secure protocol, the Ronin X Integrated Real2me Protocol 
(“IRP”), can move video and other data securely and with low latency 

2. Secure containers: a secure and extensible container format for data and metadata 
3. Trust: The ability to establish trust at every level 
4. A fast blockchain to verify injected content  
5. Open access to allow external trust verifica2on 
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Securing the Container Experience 
The concept of securing streams of data is not new.  TLS suffices except for deficiencies in latency, 
bitrate, and mixed-reality environments.  It is hard to mul2plex mul2ple streams from mul2ple 
cameras and decentralized environments. 
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The Container Metadata provide trust, security, privacy rights, and condi<onal access (Digital 
Rights Management/DRM) to unlock higher-value revenue streams. 

Video Containers: Metainforma1on and Trust 
The Universal Media Container rides on top of the IRP.  Together with low latency and high 
bandwidth, the IRP provides encryp2on and decentralized authen2ca2on with built-in Denial of 
Service support. 
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Current mul2media formats do not support mixing origin metadata about a video including 
camera, lens, focal length, scene, loca2on, direc2on, accelera2on, or ambient light.  Moreover, 
most mul2media undergoes mul2ple scaling, cropping, and overlays.  

The Mul2verse will use diverse media streams and metadata to produce a richer experience. 
Unfortunately, such richness comes at the expense of security and privacy. It will be trivial to alter 
and pirate videos, breach privacy, and violate condi2onal access requirements.   

 

Metadata Containers facilitates incorpora2ng not only addi2onal data to mul2media streams but 
also their original sources as every new stream gets registered on the blockchain and is 
subsequently carried in the Video Metadata.   

Any post-processing (Muta<on) leading to the crea<on of another video stream will create a 
new Video Metadata container holding the references to its original video metadata.   

The provenance of all video streams can be easily verifiable by walking the blockchain as 
provided in the Video Metadata.  Deepfakes and fraudulent videos can be independently 
detected and flagged by independent auditors without needing to intrude into the infrastructure 
or the privacy of the par2cipants. 
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All video sources can be independently, con2nuously, and comprehensively verified for their 
provenance.   

To prevent data from falling into the wrong hands, Privacy and condi2onal access are also a part 
of metadata.  For example, content cannot leave the EU if prohibited by GDPR. Rules can be 
applied for HIPAA, CCPA, Research, value-added services.  

Video Metadata can restrict users’ ability to access the content as per the vendor’s desires. For 
example, VR can be unlocked only for customers who have paid the vendor for the right.   

Apart from Video level metadata, TS can include Frame Metadata containing changes to the video 
source.  For example, the camera make and model, the lens make and model, lens aperture, focal 
length, bitrate, ligh2ng, loca2on, accelera2on. The Frame Metadata is also protected by the IRP.  
The Frame Metadata may only contain deltas or all the informa2on.   

Conclusion 
The Mul2verse can only work if data and privacy are secure. At stake is how individuals and 
organiza2ons will be able to create and manage their lives and business affairs. TS seeks to deliver 
a secure, pleasurable, and profitable experience for all par2cipants in the Mul2verse.  
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